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Status (1) 
  pp reference: ongoing 

  At paper proposal: ALICE (scaled 7->2.76 TeV)+FONLL 
  pp @ 2.76 TeV published: better uncertainty than 7 TeV 

  Result was updated with cross section in pp at 2.76 TeV 
  Which reference we use 7<pT< 12, ALICE (2.76 TeV) or ATLAS ? 

  Issue of prolongate conversion to SPD: done 
  Required SPD hits in the analysis so that we expected there were 

no conversions outside of SPD in electron sample 
  Missing the effect in MC due to requiring a cut on label 

  Such electrons have negative label 
  Bias in the photonic reconstruction efficiency  
  Fixed the cut so that it also took into account the efficiency calculation  

  RAA at 3<pT<4 GeV slightly lower, but within uncertainties. 



Status (2) 
  Invariant mass of e+e- from pi0 Dalitz decay 

  Mass shift w.r.t. Kroll-Wada formula 
  Distribution up to 100 MeV (not exceeded pi0 mass) 
  In this analysis: mass cut 100 MeV, conversion dominant,  
    HFE dominant at high pT 
  Re-checked systematic uncertainty from mass cuts 

  Current uncertain ±5%, the difference within the uncertainty 
  Upsilon contribution ? 

  σΥ = 80 nb (0.08 µb) << σJ/ψ = 7 µb in pp at 7 TeV 
  J/psi -> e contribution: ~ 10 %  
  Negligible small (<0.1 %) 

  An analysis of ΔpT a la PHENIX (ΔpT which is a shift of the pT spectra 
from pp to AA) 

  Theoretical predictions: done 
  6 calculations for HFE 
  1 calculation for charm & beauty separately 

  Paper: second draft 



pp reference (1) 

  pp 2.76 TeV 
  smaller uncertainty than 7 TeV cross section @ low pT 
  discrepancy FONLL & ATLAS @ high pT 

  scaled ATLAS cross section (7->2.76 TeV) 
  good agreement with FONLL 
  smaller uncertainty than FONLL 4 

Use ALICE or ATLAS ? 



pp reference (2) 

  Suggestion: consider to combine ALICE & ATLAS 
  Comparison of size of statistical uncertainty on ATLAS and ALICE (left) 

  relative fraction w.r.t. mean 
  Comparison of weight to calculate the average (right)  



pp reference (3) 

  most of weight comes from ATLAS 
  weighed average spectrum is similar to ATLAS 



Re-checked systematic uncertainty from mass cuts 

  current uncertainty from photonic subtraction: ± 5% 
  HFE RAA: 100 MeV 
  HFE v2: 70 MeV -> 140 MeV 


